
Lotus Elise and Exige Interior Trim Prices

Allon White Sports Cars Ltd

Prices valid from 1st October 2016 and include VAT at 20%

119 High Street, Cranfield, Bedfordshire, MK43 0BS

Tel: 01234 750205  email: lotus@allonwhite.co.uk

www.allonwhite.co.uk



Series 1 Elise/Exige
Dashboard

Dashboard switch/control surrounds and insert panels x 3 - trim in alcantara £125.00 £125.00

Dashboard switch/control surrounds and insert panels x 3 - trim in leather £170.00 £170.00

Dashboard top edge panels x 2 - trim in alcantara £95.00 £125.00

Dashboard top edge panels x 2 - trim in leather £140.00 £170.00

Instrument binnacle (shroud) trimmed in alcantara £80.00 £105.00

Instrument binnacle (shroud) trimmed in leather £90.00 £120.00

Steering column cowl trimmed in Alcantara £195.00 £210.00

Steering column cowl trimmed in leather £235.00 £250.00

Steering wheel - retrim rim in leather or alcantara (single colour) £275.00 £290.00

Steering wheel centre crash pad - trim in alcantara £45.00 £45.00

Steering wheel centre crash pad - trim in leather £70.00 £70.00

Other interior trim items

Sill covers (pair) - retrim old trim panels in leather and cloth £165.00 £165.00

Sill covers (pair) - trim new trim panels in leather and cloth £245.00 £245.00

Sill covers (pair) - only replace wear patch £140.00 £140.00

Door cards (pair) - trim in alcantara or leather £99.00 £125.00

Door handle surrounds (pair) - trim in alcantara £45.00 £45.00

Centre console - trim in leather £220.00 £250.00

Centre console - trim in leather with handbrake and gearlever gaiters £260.00 £290.00

Centre console - trim in leather with handbrake and gearlever gaiters and pocket £295.00 £325.00

Gear lever gaiter £20.00 £20.00

Handbrake gaiter £25.00 £25.00

Footwell Carpets (without logos) £95.00 £95.00

Seats

Seat - replace single wear panel on inner or outer seat edge £140.00 £165.00

Seat - replace both wear panels on inner and outer seat edges £165.00 £190.00

Seat centre section - new foam (111S spec/style) and retrimmed in leather £195.00 £220.00

Seat centre section - new foam (111S spec/style) and retrimmed in Alcantara £225.00 £250.00

Seats (pair) - retrim in leather with uprated foams (111S spec/style) £945.00 £995.00

Seats (pair) - retrim in leather with alcantara centres & uprated foams (111S spec/style) £995.00 £1,045.00

S1 Exige style sport seats (pair) - retrim in leather £1,120.00 £1,170.00

S2 Exige style sport seats (pair) - new seats + runners, ProBax, trim in leather £2,720.00 £2,770.00

Supplement for ProBax conversion (pair), only with full seat retrim or new centre sections £195.00 £195.00

Heated seats (pair) - can only be done with full seat retrim or new centre sections £235.00 £235.00

Seat bolster in leather - back rest only £165.00 £165.00

Seat bolster in leather - back rest and base £275.00 £275.00

Retrim back of seats (pair) in brushed nylon £60.00 £90.00

Hoods

Replace plastic lip at front of hood and rebind all edges £140.00 £140.00

Full overhaul of hood - incl. replace plastic lip, rebind edges, new elastics, restitch £195.00 £195.00

Full overhaul of hood plus clean and reproof £295.00 £295.00

New hood (price based on re-using tensioning mechanism of old hood. If not, add £165) £490.00 £490.00

Prices are for items to standard designs in materials we normally hold in stock.  Complex or bespoke designs and
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unusual colours/materials need to be quoted for separately.  This is particularly applicable to seat retrims.
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Series 2 & 3 Elise/Exige
Dashboard

Instrument binnacle (shroud) - trim in alcantara £95.00 £115.00

Instrument binnacle (shroud) - trim in leather £110.00 £130.00

Dash top main panel (not twin airbag cars) - trim in alcantara or leather £140.00 £190.00

Dash top vent panel (not twin airbag cars) - trim in alcantara £195.00 £225.00

Dash top vent panel (not twin airbag cars) - trim in leather £245.00 £275.00

Central vent/switch panel for cars with air con (without twin air bags) - trim in alcantara £125.00 £165.00

Central vent/switch panel for cars with air con (without twin air bags) - trim in leather £155.00 £195.00

Central vent panel (twin air bag cars) - trim in alcantara £220.00 £260.00

Central vent panel (twin air bag cars) - trim in leather £250.00 £290.00

Speaker/side vent/switch panels (pair) pre 2008 model year - trim in leather £230.00 £260.00

Side vent/switch panels (pair) from 2008 model year - trim in alcantara £250.00 £280.00

Side vent/switch panels (pair) from 2008 model year - trim in leather £295.00 £325.00

Passenger airbag cover - trim in leather or alcantara £95.00 £115.00

Steering column cowl trimmed in alcantara £195.00 £215.00

Steering column cowl trimmed in leather £235.00 £255.00

Steering wheel (non airbag) centre crash pad - trim in alcantara £45.00 £45.00

Steering wheel (non airbag) centre crash pad - trim in leather £70.00 £70.00

Steering wheel (non airbag) - retrim rim in leather or alcantara (single colour) £275.00 £290.00

Steering wheel (with airbag) - retrim rim in leather or alcantara £310.00 £340.00

Other interior trim items

Door cards (pair) - trim in leather or alcantara £225.00 £255.00

Door insert panels (pair) from 2004 Model Year - trim in leather or alcantara £95.00 £110.00

Sill covers (pair) pre 2008 model year - trim in leather £225.00 £260.00

Sill covers (pair) from 2008 model year - trim in leather £290.00 £320.00

Centre console - trim in leather, excludes handbrake & gearlever gaiters £230.00 £265.00

Centre console - trim in leather, includes handbrake & gearlever gaiters £295.00 £330.00

Handbrake gaiter £55.00 £85.00

Gearlever gaiter £50.00 £80.00

Rear section centre console (incorporates drinks holder) - trim in leather £40.00 £70.00

Footwell Carpets (without logos) £95.00 £95.00

Seats

Seat - replace single wear panel on inner or outer edge £140.00 £165.00

Seat - replace both wear panels on inner and outer edges £165.00 £190.00

Seat centre section - new foam and retrimmed in leather £195.00 £220.00

Seat centre section - new foam and retrimmed in alcantara £225.00 £250.00

S2 standard seats (pair) - retrim in leather £945.00 £995.00

S3 standard seats (pair) - retrim in leather £995.00 £1,045.00

Sports seats (pair) - retrimmed in leather including ProBax inserts £1,350.00 £1,395.00

Supplement for ProBax conversion (pair), only with full seat retrim or new centre sections £195.00 £195.00

Heated seats (pair) - can only be done with full seat retrim or new centre sections £235.00 £235.00

Seat bolster in leather - back rest only £165.00 £165.00

Seat bolster in leather - back rest and base £275.00 £275.00

Retrim back of seats (pair) in brushed nylon £60.00 £90.00

Prices are for items to standard designs in materials we normally hold in stock.  Complex or bespoke designs and

unusual colours/materials need to be quoted for separately.  This is particularly applicable to seat retrims.
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Series 2 & 3 Elise/Exige (continued)

Hoods and hard tops

Long tail hood £425.00 £425.00

Short tail hood excluding replacement headlining £355.00 £355.00

Short tail hood including replacement headlining £495.00 £495.00

 (Prices for hoods based on re-using cables/side rails/seals from old hood, otherwise supplements will apply)

Clean and reproof hood £100.00 £100.00

Hardtop headlining - retrim in brushed nylon £70.00 £100.00

Prices are for items to standard designs in materials we normally hold in stock.  Complex or bespoke designs and

unusual colours/materials need to be quoted for separately.  This is particularly applicable to seat retrims.


